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This book is a compendium of information from every sphere - astronomical, scientific, the Book of

Revelation and geopolitics. It contains absolutely amazing revelations that direct us to one precise

point in time in 2017. Planet X is a cryptogram and this book contains the keys necessary to decode

it. When everything is considered together, it fits together perfectly like a watch. The existence of

Planet X is beyond any reasonable doubt, to a moral certainty. We examine proofs of its existence.

In fact, if you want to ask one simple question that posits the theory of the reality of Planet X, just

ask yourself where did 2.2 trillion disappear to in the Pentagon's budget that Rumsfeld said was

missing, and why do we have over 100 underground deep bunkers throughout the US? Why are

critical government infrastructures moving from their susceptible positions on the East Coast to the

protected areas of Colorado? But let's look at the astronomical evidence. I have seen Planet X on

the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) through WorldWide Telescope. This is a NASA

infrared-wavelength astronomical space telescope, launched in December 2009. It is currently in the

constellation Pisces, and is clearly marked as an Unidentified Object (but quite plainly visible dark

red star) known as IC 5385. If you'd like to view it yourself, you can install WorldWide Telescope.

Just Google it and you'll be right at the page. It's an observatory on your desktop and the most

sophisticated online program I've seen. You can view in multi-wavelength views and see stars and

planets in context to each other. But back to our main topic - Planet X. This book is a must-listen

and a survival guide to the most important story of the century. I invite you to listen and experience it

now.
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When I first learned about Planet X, or Niribu, I was fortunate enough to have discovered David

MeadeÃ¢Â€Â™s Interviews on YouTube. There I heard about his book, Ã¢Â€ÂœPlanet X- The 2017

ArrivalÃ¢Â€Â• He puts together all of the key evidence and historic information you need to know to

be 100% confident of the Truth of Planet X ! His data and sources are the most high-value

information on the Internet. It feels like he actually there! Of course his expertise is Research! He

has worked at a high level in the Government as well as with several Fortune 1000 Companies in

Research. In the first chapter he writes, Ã¢Â€ÂœThe existence of Planet X is beyond any

reasonable doubt, to a moral certainty. In this section weÃ¢Â€Â™ll examine proofs of its

existenceÃ¢Â€Â•. He does an incredible job of presenting the evidence! He writes like he is an

attorney presenting this argument to a Judge! He dots his IÃ¢Â€Â™s and crosses every Ts! He

covers a huge range of data and evidence. I feel like I am an expert now, and so will you when you

read this book!The first video I saw with him was: Ã¢Â€ÂœNibiru Will Pass Earth Before November

2017, The Evidence, Investigator David MeadeÃ¢Â€Â• at [...] . You will be amazed at how he arrives

at that date!I do have one comment or caution: the purpose of this book is to provide us with the

undeniable, legitimate, verifiable evidence of the truth of Planet X. Few people would consider "

Prophetic Dreams" as undeniable, legitimate, verifiable evidence. In fact, for most people looking for

substantiated evidence that they can rely on, would not look to Dreams, which might have 1 in 100

come true. This book is very valuable today, so if Dreams are not your thing, please do not let the

presence of a section on Dreams turn you off to the rest of the book or color how you look at the

rest of the evidence! Instead simple skip that section "location 286-1026. Do not miss this book! The

rest will blow you away! I would hope that the author would consider putting them in an Addendum

at the end of the book or in one of his other books, for people who rely on such evidence. .

Excellent, concise, brilliant. This is invaluable information the public should have received a very

long time Go. There isn't much time left to prepare for such an earth shattering event. If give the

dates! Even if the dates are off, which I doubt, the fact we are given such a concise warning is a

Blessing from Jehovah Himself!It sure explains why the government's of the world are behaving like

they are. We had better heed the warning. You can be sure CNN, ABC, and 60 Minutes will not give

the public any kind of warning. Especially considering Russia has built underground fall out shelters

for their citizenry...What been done for US? Disarmament and FEMA reeducation camps! Right now



I want to be Russian!Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â•

Meade brings many facts and opinions together in this fascinating look at Planet X. The subject

matter is time sensitive so if you are curious as to the events that are taking place in our sky, one

may be prudent to take a little time and read what Meade is saying. In the end, he builds a strong

case for the existence of Planet X and what the effects of encountering this massive object will do

the planet you are standing on at this time. Either you believe him and make a strategy to survive or

ignore him and see what happens. Either way the results will soon be shown true or false rather

quickly.

This is pretty good as it is current and brings several streams of information together. The author

also includes Christian visions. I do believe that people understand experiences in their own

religious schema. The way the visions are described could just as easily be souls rising from the

newly dead and not have anything to do with "rapture." If you are not Christian and can get past that

point, the rest of the book is great stuff. He lets you know exactly how he comes up with the date. I

would recommend reading Velikovsky Worlds in Collision, Ages of Chaos, and Earth in Upheaval. If

you read those first (they are a good read), this one makes a lot more sense.
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